Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 4

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. a nation ruled by a king or a queen
5. to pay back
8. an equation or a recipe
10. the region beyond a settled area
13. a path through which electricity flows
14. The control center used ___ to track the plane.
15. a warm jacket with a hood
17. throw away
20. to regard as unworthy
21. soil
24. parallel to the horizon
25. do
26. obstacle
27. practice
28. to act romantically in a playful way

Down
1. related to cities
2. to smile in a conceited way
4. long
6. the outer or top layer or cover
7. more distant in time, space, or degree
8. violent
9. threatening
11. wriggle
12. excuse
16. She couldn't ___ to buy a computer.
18. a kind of carbohydrate
19. grieve
20. origin
22. sincere
23. package